November 3, 2020

Dear Vesco Medical Customers & Colleagues,

On September 14, 2020, the Global Enteral Device Supplier Association (GEDSA) released a revised ENFit® Connector Conversion Schedule where member manufacturers will discontinue legacy enteral feeding devices and transition adaptors as late as July 1st, 2021.

In order to minimize any disruption to patient feeding and care during the coronavirus pandemic and meet the ISO 80369-3 safety standard, GEDSA’s member manufacturers have aligned to extend the previously released ENFit connector Conversion Schedule deadlines but encourage organizations to make the transition as early as possible.

GEDSA’s Revised ENFit Transition Schedule¹:

- **July 1, 2021**: Legacy feeding tubes and cross-application adaptors will no longer be manufactured
- **January 1, 2022**: Transition sets and adaptors sold separately from other devices will no longer be manufactured

Vesco Medical is fully committed to supporting the industry-wide transition to ENFit which provides a safer enteral connection for patients everywhere. We strongly encourage you to move forward with your organization’s ENFit transition well ahead of the deadline. Patient safety is of the upmost importance and the deadlines are fast approaching.

Vesco Medical is the only enteral feeding device company that is All ENFit All The Time. Our team of ENFit experts are prepared to support and solve any transition challenges or questions. To get started and prepare for the transition, please reach out to our customer service team at (855)239-0131 or info@vescomedical.com.

Thank you.

Kind Regards,

Tom Hancock
President & Founder, Vesco Medical

---

¹ To read GEDSA’s full communication and/or learn more about the industry’s recommendations to support a smooth ENFit transition, please visit www.stayconnected.org or contact info@gedsa.org.